Most image processing systems contain a set of prede ned data structures which represent images, edges, regions etc. However, there is usually little support for user-de ned data types or for extensions of existing types. Furthermore, it is often di cult to store customized data structures in les, or to send them between di erent processes. In this article, an object-oriented communication scheme based on persistent objects is presented. It will be demonstrated how such a mechanism can be incorporated into several existing image processing systems and what the advantages of the approach are. In this context, some general principles of object-oriented design and how they can be applied to so called computational networks will also be discussed.
Introduction
Many image processing systems are most naturally described in terms of streams and lters, where each lter reads data from one or more input streams and produces derived data on its outputs. In its simplest form, such a stream-based system can be implemented as a simple UNIX shell pipeline, consisting of separately compiled programs. However, for streams with branches and feedback loops, such a simplistic approach is inadequate. More support for combining lters and other computational agents (e.g. databases and blackboards) into complex systems is needed.
A lot of lters, especially those involved in the early processing stages, can be used in many image processing algorithms. To simplify code reuse we need to support the construction of such standard software components from which complete systems can be built. Moreover, it is often necessary to spread out computations over several processors, e.g. the workstations in a local area network. The system developer should be able to utilize such coarse-grained parallelism, without having to worry about the details of process communication and synchronization.
Several distributed stream-based systems that meet these demands exist today. KHOROS is an image processing system developed at University of New Mexico. 1 AVS is a commercial visualization system from Advanced Visual Systems Inc. 2 
VIP-WOB (VIsion Programmers WOrkBench) was developed at the Laboratory of Image
Analysis at Aalborg University in Denmark, and is distributed freely. 3 MNT (Module Network Tool) is another research software package developed within the CVAP group at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden. 4 In all of these systems, networks consist of more or less independently executing lters, called modules. These modules are compiled into executable programs, which can be combined interactively by the user into a complete network, see Fig. 1 . In some systems, e.g. AVS, several modules may share a single operating system process. In general, however, each module executes as a separate process in its own address space. Therefore, data have to be transferred between processes using the mechanisms available in the operating system, e.g. temporary les, sockets, and shared memory segments. The protocol used for this module-to-module communication may be prede ned, 2 or may be left entirely to the application (module) programmer. 3 In the former case, the programmer can usually choose from a set of standard data structures that can be sent between modules in a network transparent way. In systems not committed to a particular protocol, there is typically some kind of \generalized le descriptor" available, which represents a low-level communication channel (a byte stream) and which can be used as a base for high-level communication layers.
The choice of module communication protocol has far-reaching consequences for the overall system organization. One of the major concerns in this context is to determine the amount of information to encode into a particular representation. The amount of detail in the low-level data structures depends heavily on the demands of high-level computations. For example, in computer vision applications a simple geometrical object such as an edge can be interpreted in di erent ways depending on its origin: it can be an intensity discontinuity, the border of a textured region, or the co-linear alignment of other features. Some algorithms will only need the geometrical properties (orientation, length etc.) that all edges share, while more specialized algorithms might need, for instance, the contrast of intensity edges or the list of co-linear features forming an apparent edge. As the system evolves to handle new tasks, high-level processing steps often need more detailed information from the low-level layers. The introduction of new, extended data types usually has consequences for the whole pipeline and may require substantial modi cations to the source code.
In this paper, we will try to identify such communication-related problems which often occur in computational networks and discuss how they could be solved. In particular, it will be shown how all the computational network systems mentioned above could bene t from an object-oriented communication scheme. Rather than presenting a complete experimental environment, an object-oriented communication mechanism that can be used in existing systems will be described.
Selecting a Network Communication Protocol
If two modules are to communicate with each other, they must speak the same language, i.e. use the same communication protocol. When selecting a protocol, one must carefully consider its consequences for system exibility, code reuse, reliability, and portability. Some of the systems mentioned in the previous section choose speci c protocols, while others provide only a basic, policy-free communication mechanism on which application-speci c protocols can be layered.
With these systems, the users can build new applications by combining existing modules into new network con gurations. The purpose of using precompiled modules is twofold. First, complex systems can be assembled quickly and interactively (rapid prototyping). Second, a signi cant amount of code reuse is achievable at the level of modules. Obviously, the more general the modules are, the higher degree of code reuse can be achieved. This is in turn determined by two factors: the extent to which the computations performed by a module can be controlled and modi ed without recoding and recompiling it, and the exibility of the communication protocols used by the module.
Obviously, it is desirable to have a exible protocol, since it allows any members chosen from a large set of compatible modules to be connected. This can be achieved by transferring only reasonably general data structures, such as scalars, vectors and matrices, while avoiding very speci c structures with limited applicability. This is the approach taken in e.g. AVS, where the most important data type is a generalized multi-dimensional vector. However, the modules will then often be compatible only on a very low, physical level: a module may be able to read a data item, but will not be able to interpret its contents correctly, or in the way the sender intended. Hence, the modules are not necessarily semantically compatible, even though they use the same (physical) data format.
The data compatibility problem is closely related to that of data integrity. With only very general and unconstrained data structures available, modules have to rely on conventions and ad-hoc rules for representing data. In particular, such structures make it very hard to enforce data invariants throughout the network. For example, assume that we have an image smoothing module whose input and output ports use some kind of image encoding protocol, see Fig. 2a . Now suppose that a user wants to attach histograms to some of the images processed in the network. The rst problem will of course be to t the histogram into the existing data format. Some image encoding schemes are actually exible enough to accommodate a histogram, for example in a free-format label stored with the images. 5 A more serious problem, though, is that the existing image processing modules will not be aware of the histogram and its semantics. Consequently, they cannot be expected to update it properly. Therefore, all modules involved have to be modi ed when new data types are introduced, to avoid inconsistencies in the new structures. Although this would in principle be possible, there are severe practical problems with such an approach. First of all, the module source code may not be available|a common situation when the modules are part of a commercial system. Even if the source code is available, modules shared among users will probably be stored in protected libraries, and can only be modi ed if the users make their own private copies. Since users de ning a new data type would probably need a substantial number of standard modules, all of which must be modi ed to handle the new type, this strategy would diminish the advantages gained with computational networks, such as rapid prototyping and code reuse. Furthermore, it would result in a large number of similar modules, which would only di er slightly in the way they handle certain data types. On the other hand, if every shared module were to be updated each time a new data type were introduced by some user, the source code could very quickly get bulky and error-prone.
An alternative approach is to associate the new code with the objects themselves. The modules can then be implemented with generic operations only, while the objects provide the code for the actual operations performed. This requires some kind of late binding, where the exact meaning of an operation is not determined until the actual object type is known to the module.
A consistent use of late binding allows existing modules to manipulate new, extended data types safely, without violating the integrity of the data. In the imagewith-histogram example above, each (destructive) pixel access function or ltering operation could be bound at run-time to functions that would also update the histogram, or at least mark it as invalid, see Fig. 2b .
It should be pointed out that well-de ned protocols can also signi cantly increase software portability: if all network communication strictly adhere to a general protocol de ned in terms of objects, most of the code implementing the modules and the objects they manipulate can be reused in any other network systems or stand-alone programs that are able to support the protocol. The possibility of using the same code in several systems does not seem to have been exploited to any larger extent before. (However, both KHOROS and VIPWOB do provide mechanisms for using modules also as regular programs in UNIX shell pipelines.)
These considerations suggest the use of a communication protocol based on typed objects. To summarize, the aim of the approach would be to allow users to de ne new data structures for network communication at any time, to provide mechanisms enforcing the integrity of such data structures, and to support extension and specialization of all available data structures, in a way that preserves backward compatibility with existing modules, even if these have already been compiled. Furthermore, from a practical point of view, the question of portability is equally important. In particular, one could expect new implementation languages for modules to be introduced, existing application programs to be re-implemented as network modules, and modules to be moved between di erent environments and computational network systems.
This implies that the protocol should be programming language independent in order to allow modules written in di erent languages to communicate, and that it should be possible to implement it with rudimentary support from the underlying communication channels (e.g. byte streams). Finally, it can be anticipated that several versions of a particular data structure have to be maintained simultaneously. Therefore, version control facilities should be an integral part of the protocol. There are several ways of providing the necessary mechanism, both at the abstract programming level and at the operating system level. This will be discussed in Section 4. First, however, some relevant object-oriented concepts will be discussed in the next section.
Applying Object-Oriented Concepts
The previous section touched upon the concept of data encapsulation. In object-based systems, the object is the basic unit of encapsulation: it consists of an internal data structure representing its state, which can only be accessed through a set of methods, see Fig. 3 . The methods thus constitute the external interface of the object.
Protected State
Shell of Methods Fig. 3 . The state of an object is represented by a nucleus of data structures which are accessible only through exported methods.
As mentioned before, the most important aspect of data encapsulation is its ability to ensure data integrity: by restricting all external access to the internal data structures of an object, the object state can be guaranteed to be consistent at all times. This will in turn ensure that the object always behaves in a predictable way, according to the speci cation of its external interface.
Data encapsulation also gives the implementor of an object the freedom to change the actual internal data representation, without a ecting old application program code. Moreover, the external interface may support multiple views of the same internal state. For example, a line can be described by its slant and its distance from the origin, or alternatively, by the coe cients of its equation (see Fig. 4 ). The concepts of object type and class are closely related to data encapsulation. While the class of an object in a class-based system usually describes every aspect of the object, including its internal data structures and algorithms, the type of an object describes only the external interface, i.e. the object's behavior. Hence, the class is associated with implementation issues, while the type is associated with object speci cation.
A subtype is a special case or re nement of its base type. The power of subtyping stems from the fact that the external interface of a subtype object is upward compatible with the interface of the supertype objects. In particular, a subtype object has (at least) all the methods of the base type, although the actual operations performed by these methods may have been rede ned for the subtype objects. Such rede nable methods are often called virtual functions.
The image-with-histogram discussed in the previous section would typically be a subtype (and probably also a subclass) of an ordinary 2-D image. That would allow all existing lters to be applied to this new image, without any modi cation to the source code. The pixels would obviously have to be accessed through virtual functions, which can be rede ned to keep the histogram up-to-date.
In general, the use of virtual functions implies late binding: when a method is applied to an object, the system has to examine the type of the object at run-time in order to determine which actual function to invoke. In strongly-typed languages, the compiler is sometimes able to deduce the exact object type, and can generate code for calling the correct actual function directly. In that case, there will be no run-time overhead. On the other hand, such code can never handle new object types without recompilation. Thus, there is a trade-o between run-time overhead and system exibility.
Analogous to subtypes, a subclass is a specialization of its base class. However, the main bene t of subclassing is that it allows code to be reused through an inheritance mechanism. 6 If new objects for network communication can be implemented as subclasses of existing classes, a degree of code reuse can be achieved also at the communication level, and not only at the level of complete modules.
In a sense, the hierarchy of object types gives rise to a hierarchy of protocols:
if objects of some speci c type T are transferred under a certain protocol P, then clearly it should possible to use objects of any subtype T 1 T under P. For modules requiring the specialized objects T 1 , it is natural to de ne a subprotocol P 1 P, which only allows objects of type T 1 or more speci c types. The subtyping rules for functions then also apply to modules. 6 For example, any module M with input protocol P in and output protocol P out could be replaced by a module M However, all this requires that objects can be transferred between modules with their original types retained, which presents an interesting problem since modules in most network systems execute in separate address spaces. Some possible solutions will be discussed in the next section.
Persistent Objects in Distributed Systems
In general, objects are destroyed when the process in which they were created is terminated. Objects are also bound to their original address space since they are often referenced by other objects through pointers. Furthermore, their internal data structures usually contain in-store pointers, e.g. to strings and other objects. Persistent objects, on the other hand, are more or less independent of processes and address spaces. They can live through several runs of the same program and be moved between programs executing in separate processes. Therefore, persistent objects is a good basis for inter-process communication.
There are several problems with implementing persistent objects that have to be solved. As mentioned before, pointers containing object addresses are valid only in a particular address space and must be replaced by some sort of object identi ers when objects are moved from one process to another. This immediately raises the question of how to identify objects globally, and how an object can be found from its identi er. Should the methods be stored with the object, and if so, how should they be represented? How can classes and class hierarchies be represented externally? Should it be possible to interact with an externally stored object, or should objects always be fetched into the address space of a process before they are accessed? If an object which contains references to a large number of other objects is recreated in a new address space, should all referenced objects also be recreated at the same time, or not until they are accessed?
A number of languages and systems which support persistent objects have been developed over the last few years. Some of them can be thought of as extensions of a programming language, for example Smalltalk-80, 7 Objective-C 8 and Ei el. 9 In all these language extensions, the objects are \linearized" and stored as byte arrays. The external description typically includes the object's type and internal data structures, while its methods are only implicitly represented by the type tag. The objects are thus \frozen" externally, and must be fetched into the workspace memory of another process before they can respond to method calls. In all these cases the external representation of objects is closely related to the object implementation in a particular programming language.
Other solutions come from the eld of object-oriented databases. Such systems usually require a separate database server and are often transaction-oriented. The objects typically exist only in the database and information about them is obtained through queries sent over the network. In some distributed object-oriented databases, mechanisms for actually transporting objects across networks can be found. One example is the Object Exchange Service used in the Zeitgeist database system. 10 For the purpose of object-oriented communication in computational networks, we will stick to the simple stream-based approach since computational network systems rarely use centralized databases as the primary information exchange mechanism, mainly because of the limited bandwidth. The next section describes an implementation of persistent objects which operates close to the programming language level, yet is not committed to a particular language or a particular object implementation.
XOR
XOR (eXternal Object Representation) is a simple scheme for implementing persistent objects. It allows programmers to transfer conveniently a single object or a cluster of related objects from one address space to another. Processes may communicate through a variety of mechanisms, such as les, pipes, shared bu ers and clipboards (see Fig. 5 ). XOR encapsulates these mechanisms in subclasses of an abstract stream class, which allows new transport layers to be used with existing application code.
Every object handled by XOR is required to provide a description of its internal data structures. These descriptions, which are usually implemented as function call sequences, will be used by the I/O system to read and write objects. The names and arguments of such data description functions are programming language dependent and XOR provides one library for each supported language. 
The XOR Protocol
The basic idea in XOR is to describe the information contained in the objects using a simple protocol. XOR goes beyond conventional approaches to object persistence because it is intended to make object descriptions language independent, thereby allowing objects to be moved freely between programs implemented in di erent languages. The XOR protocol also allows data to be moved between architectures with di erent representation of integers and oating-point numbers. This is accomplished through a separation of the XOR protocol, which de nes what can be stored, from the physical le format, which determines how data is actually encoded. XOR can be viewed as an extension of XDR (eXternal Data Representation) which is a DARPA standard for data encoding. 11 The XDR protocol is de ned as a data declaration language, similar in avor to C. The primitives of this language are simple data types such as integers, oating-point numbers and strings. With those primitives and some compound types, more complex data structures can be described. For example, a simple image could be described in XDR with: struct f unsigned int xsize; unsigned int ysize; bytes pixels<1024*1024>; g where pixels is declared to be a pixel bu er with a maximum size of 1 Mbyte a . This abstract data declaration will eventually be mapped to function calls implementing the data encoding/decoding. For the example above, the calls to an XDR support library for C could look like this: where pic is a C structure and stream is an XDR data stream descriptor. These lines of code will be executed whenever pic has to be written to or read from the stream. The actual XDR function calls may look very di erent in another programming language|only the XDR data declaration is language independent. Note that the same function calls can be used for both encoding and decoding. The actual operation performed will depend only on the state of the I/O system. This makes it easy to keep reading and writing consistent.
XOR extends the XDR protocol with class references and references between objects. However, XOR les contains only XDR formatted data.
Class Representation
The rst and most important problem with persistent objects is to represent their classes (or types) externally in an unambiguous and space-e cient way, using some sort of class identi er. A program reading an XOR le has to map each class identi er to a suitable constructor in order to recreate the objects with their original class retained (i.e. the class they belonged to in the original address space).
In XOR, classes are encoded as variable-length strings, typically containing the print-name of the class. Various compression techniques used in XOR signi cantly reduce the space overhead caused by these tags. This will be discussed further in Section 5.4.
The mapping of class tags to object constructors is implemented with a dynamic look-up table, which can be extended at run-time. No source code has to be changed when derived classes are created, and existing programs can handle les containing objects of newly de ned subclasses without recompilation. Of course, the programs have to be linked with the code implementing the new classes, but this can be done at run-time by a dynamic linker, e.g. GNU's DLD 12 or the dlopen facility in UNIX System V (see e.g. the Solaris operating system 13 ).
Together with the class tag, two version numbers (major, minor) are stored. The XOR library compares them with the version of the code implementing the class and can reject obsolete data les.
Object References
Objects often refer to each other by addresses. Such pointers must be replaced when the objects are encoded, since the old addresses will not be valid in the new address space. The resulting graph of objects and inter-object references may contain cycles (see Fig. 6 ). The receiver process must not change that graph structure.
For this reason, XOR creates a one-dimensional array of objects and replaces all object pointers with indices into this array. It is then vital that all objects in the object array originate from the same memory address space, since the index representation Fig. 6 . Pointers between objects can form cyclic references. Such cycles must be saved and restored properly by a persistent object mechanism.
would otherwise be ambiguous. Therefore, XOR exchanges packets of objects with the client program, and the object identi ers are local to each packet. Hence, objects referring to each other by addresses must be sent in the same packet. Actually, all objects referenced by some object in a packet will automatically be pulled into that packet during encoding, which means that the whole object closure b is saved. A stored packet cannot be altered in any way, unless it is read back into workspace memory so that all its internal pointers can be resolved.
The XOR declaration of a pointer-to-object variable includes a reference count, which is the number of times the referenced object will be deleted through the pointer being declared. Usually, this value is either one (if the owner object is responsible for destroying the referenced object) or zero. These numbers are used by the XOR system to compute the total number of times each decoded object is expected to be deleted, and set the reference counter in the decoded object accordingly c .
Space Overhead
The space needed for representing object types and references externally can be signi cant. Unless great care is taken, the extra cost in bandwidth will be prohibitive, especially for the kind of massive data structures (10 000 objects or more) that are common in computer vision applications.
XOR les uses the XDR encoding, which is a binary le format and therefore reasonably compact. Since the objects in a packet are always encoded and decoded together, the packet is a natural candidate for compression. XOR uses two simple compression techniques, which take the typical structure of XOR les into account and which seem to be very e ective in practice: class tag compression and redundant pointer compression.
Although the total number of existing classes is large, the number of di erent classes represented in a single packet is usually very small. Therefore, strings with typically 10-30 characters identify the classes globally, but they are mapped to integer tags that are local to the packet. Hence, the full string tag does not have to be stored more than once in each packet. Furthermore, two or more consecutive instances of the same class can share a single (integer) class tag. In most cases, this makes the space required for class tags small. For example, a computer vision application may need to store thousands of contour patches on le. If they all belong to the same class, the space required for the single necessary class tag and the time spent searching for the corresponding constructor when the objects are decoded will be negligible.
In general, pointers between objects must be represented by one integer each. However, such pointers are often redundant. Consider for example the polygon object implemented as an array of pointers to vertex objects in Fig. 7a . Since the polygon could also be represented by an array of vertices (i.e. the vertex object addresses could be computed directly from the index) the pointers carry no structural information in this case and the representation in Fig. 7b is therefore equivalent. This redundancy shows up as a regular pattern in the list of object identi ers (indices) that XOR substitutes for the pointers, and the list is therefore stored run-length encoded. This simple trick signi cantly reduces the space overhead in common cases, but it still allows pointers to be completely independent in other situations. It also seems to do a fairly good job with mixed cases, where pointers are partially redundant (regular) and partially independent (random). The number of bytes actually stored for each XOR/XDR type is xed and does not depend on the architecture of the machine. XDR uses four-byte blocks, which means that all XDR types are represented by a multiple of four bytes on le. This can sometimes be a waste of space since e.g. single characters (not strings) will occupy four bytes each. However, this seems to be a minor problem in practice since most data types (long integers and oating-point numbers) are at least four bytes long. The four byte block size was chosen as a compromise between the space requirements and the run-time overhead caused by alignment problems.
A C++ Interface
In the C++ binding of the XOR protocol, all persistent objects must belong to a class derived from an abstract Xor class. The objects' internal structure is described by data description function calls from a special XOR constructor. For example, consider an abstract Picture class, with two derived classes: Pixmap, which contains the actual pixels, and Window, which is a subwindow of another Picture. Fig. 8 x_size The XOR constructors are used for both object encoding and object decoding. As with all C++ constructors, they are automatically called in superclass-to-subclass order, so each constructor only has to deal with the data elds of the class it belongs to. 14 The XOR operator (^) does the actual I/O. The rst operand is always an XorPacket, while the second operand can be any integer, oating-point, string or object pointer variable. The^operator is left-associative and returns the rst operand (the packet), which makes it possible to have several operator calls in the same statement. Since the^operator is binary, special functions must be used when multiple arguments are needed to describe a data member. For example, the size of the pixel bu er in the Pixmap class above must be speci ed together with the pixels pointer in an xor buf call:
packet^xor_buf(pixels, size, max_size);
The third argument max size is a maximumsize which is only used for error checking.
When a window is decoded, its father pointer will be resolved when the referenced Picture object has been recreated. Note that if a Window object is transferred with XOR, the whole chain of subwindows up to the Pixmap root will be restored in the new address space. For simplicity, a few details have been left out in the sample code. In particular, we would need virtual functions in the Picture base class for accessing the pixels and for creating new windows.
Apart from the Xor base class, the XOR/C++ library also contains a number of XorStream subclasses, which represent the various types of transfer mechanisms available, e.g. XorInputFile and XorOutputFile for ordinary les.
At the receiver end, the decoded objects are always stored on the heap, since their sizes are not known in advance d . In general, input objects must be down-cast by the decoding process, which involves run-time type checks. As an example, consider the following lter program which de nes subwindows for all pictures in an XOR stream:
XorInputFile infile(infile_name); // Open input file XorOuputFile outfile(outfile_name); // Open output file while (!infile.eof()) // While there are more objects in infile { Picture *pic; infile >> pic; Window *win = pic->new_window(x, y, xsize, ysize); outfile << win; delete win; } While more data remain on the input stream, a new object is read. The >> operator veri es that the object actually is a Picture object (or a subtype thereof). A logical window is created from the picture and encoded by the << operator.
A C Interface
There is also a C interface to XOR, based on the OPTIC (Object Programming Tools In C) package. 15 OPTIC allows classes and methods to be de ned and used in C programs. It supports (single) inheritance, exception handling and polymorphism.
The OPTIC macros require an ANSI C compiler, but no special preprocessing; OPTIC programs are written in pure ANSI C.
There where xor members registers an array of pointers to member objects.
Summary
To summarize, the advantages gained with XOR are:
Network transparency: XOR removes the barrier between workspace memory and external storage. Complex structures of objects can easily be moved between processes. Incremental I/O design: With XOR, the I/O can be implemented gradually, as more classes are de ned. New subclasses only need to handle the elds they de ne themselves; elds they have inherited are transferred by the XOR data description functions belonging to their superclasses. Distributed I/O design: No centralized code for reading and writing large object structures is needed. Instead, the I/O code is distributed over all objects involved, which signi cantly increases the modularity of the I/O system. Code reuse: Once the external representation of an object has been speci ed with the XOR protocol, the description can be used for all types of transmission mechanisms. Thus, if objects can be read from and written to les, they can also be transferred in shared memory bu ers, X Windows e clipboards, and so on.
Flexibility: An XOR library can handle instances of new subclasses without recompilation, and the code implementing new classes can be loaded at runtime. The XOR protocol also supports version control, so that object de nitions can be changed, while still allowing old data les to be processed. Language independence: The XOR de nition of an object does not depend on any particular programming language. Migration to new languages becomes easier with XOR, since programs written in di erent languages can cooperate. E ciency: The objects read by XOR will be recreated using the most suitable object mechanisms available in the target language. For example, the C++ binding of XOR uses C++'s built-in classes, while the C library uses OPTIC.
Using XOR in Computational Network Systems
This section will demonstrate how XOR can be integrated into existing computational network systems, such as MNT, AVS, VIPWOB and KHOROS. A full description of these systems can be found elsewhere in this book. Here, we will concentrate on the communication mechanism. XOR is an integral part of MNT, and this system will be discussed rst. XOR has also been used with AVS, which has a rather di erent stream model. Finally, we will indicate how XOR could be used with VIPWOB and KHOROS.
e X Windows is a trademark of M.I.T.
6.1. MNT An MNT 4 module is implemented as a C++ subclass of the abstract MntModule base class, and is compiled with a main into an executable program. An MNT network consists of a set of processes, each executing such a module program. MNT modules communicate through ports, which are represented by C++ port objects. There are di erent port subclasses for di erent communication protocols, all derived from the abstract MntPort base class. One of these subclasses is MntXorPort, which implements the XOR protocol. This class provides functions for sending and receiving XOR objects. Naturally, MNT uses the C++ interface to XOR.
For example, the Picture object described in Section 5.5 could be sent to an output port and read from an input port with:
void SendPicture(MntXorPort port, Picture *pic) { port.Write(pic); } Picture *ReadPicture(MntXorPort port) { Xor *object = port.Read(); return Picture::cast(object); } where the Picture::cast function veri es that object really is a Picture or belongs to a Picture subclass.
All communication between modules and the MNT supervisor process and between most user-de ned modules is object-oriented. MNT modules consume objects from their input ports, and produce new objects on their output ports. Objects in the communication channels are persistent and are therefore independent of the modules. 6.2. AVS AVS, which is a commercial visualization system from Advanced Visual Systems Inc., AVS has a set of built-in, fairly general data types. There are scalar values (integers and reals), strings and elds. A eld is basically a multi-dimensional array of scalars or vectors. It may also include a mapping from the \real-world" coordinate system to the array indices, and such mappings can be uniform or irregular. There are also more specialized data structures, such as colormaps and geometry lists, which are used for rendering, and molecule data for applications in the eld of chemistry. Each type has its own representation in the C program.
However, there is currently very little support for user-de ned data structures (AVS version 4). The user may de ne a struct in a special header le, which can be parsed (in run-time) by AVS. However, only a very small subset of the C syntax may be used in the declaration. In particular, pointers, enumerations and preprocessor symbols are not allowed.
It is a simple matter to de ne a new XOR PacketStream subclass, on top of a onedimensional byte eld. Actually, there is a prede ned packet stream in OPTIC called PacketMemory, which reads and writes from memory bu ers. From this packet stream two new subclasses, here called AvsPacketInputField and AvsPacketOutputField, can easily be derived and used for reading and writing, respectively. Given these subclasses, an AVS subroutine module which calls the virtual print function of incoming XOR objects could be coded in C as follows f : AvsPacketInputField and AvsPacketOutputField use variable-length byte elds. However, it may be more e cient to use a xed-size AVS bu er for transferring XOR data, especially if the bu er can be shared between processes. Since the packet size Fig. 9 . XOR packets can be broken into xed-size chunks that t into a shared memory bu er by a specialized XDR/XOR stream.
is not known in advance, and we do not want to xate an arbitrary maximum bu er size at compile-time, the modules must in this case be executed asynchronously so that the packet stream can divide the XOR data into a number of bu er transfers (see Fig. 9 ). A special XOR stream, which uses the AVS functions AVScorout wait and AVScorout mark changed, must be de ned for this purpose. 6.3. VIPWOB and KHOROS VIPWOB (VIsion Programmers WOrkBench) is another computational network tool, developed at the Laboratory of Image Analysis, University of Aalborg, Denmark. 3 The library provides special versions of the UNIX system calls open, close, read and write that are network transparent and can be used for all module-to-module communication. Since there are prede ned XOR streams based on these system calls, it would be very easy to adopt XOR as a high-level communication protocol in VIPWOB applications.
The same applies to the KHOROS system, 1 since its communication is also based on standard I/O mechanisms and temporary les.
The Flavor of Object-Oriented Communication
In this section we will take a look at some of the advantages gained by using persistent objects as a basis for communication in computational networks. Several software techniques such as dynamic linking and daemons are very straight-forward to use in an object-oriented framework. 7.1. User-De nable Types Undoubtedly, one of the most important feature of the object-oriented communication scheme described above is that it allows user-de ned data types to be transferred over the network in a exible yet principled way. By carefully designing the external interface of an object, the programmer can impose certain constraints on the object's internal data structures no matter where in the network the object is processed. Moreover, the general subtyping scheme discussed in Section 3 allows existing modules to be used with new, specialized objects types. This reuse of code will not only cut development time for new system prototypes, but will also make the module pool more manageable by signi cantly reducing the total number of modules required. The two most common situations where new subtypes are needed are:
when more information has to be put into an object, and when the behavior of an object has to be changed. For example, a user might want to extend the Point object from Section 5.6 with a positional uncertainty value (again using XOR/OPTIC): Assume that Point has been derived from a Drawable class (and not directly from Ext as in Section 5.6) in which a postscript g method has been declared. The user can then rede ne it to draw a circle around the point, with a radius computed from the variance:
DefineMethod (void, Drawable, postscript, (FILE *file), { CallSuper (Drawable, postscript, (file)); /* superclass version */ fprintf (file, "newpath %f %f %f 0 360 arc stroke\n", self->Point.x, self->Point.y, sqrt(self->MyPoint.v)); });
With these de nitions, the new point objects can be sent to an existing display module which calls the postscript methods of all drawable input objects. The circle around the points constructed above will the appear in the graphics window of the display module (see Fig. 10 ).
Monitoring Network Communication
Although XOR is a binary data format, the communication protocol is well-de ned in the sense that objects can be decoded, processed and forwarded by any module in the network, no matter what classes the objects belong to. This makes it possible to listen to any communication channel in the network and nd out what is going g Postscript is a trademark of Adobe Systems Inc. on. For example, a log module can intercept all objects sent in the channel, call their print method h , and display the output in a window. Fig. 11 shows an example of this, where the communication between an MNT application module and a parameter repository module is logged.
Merging Data Streams
Data streams in a computational network often have to be merged into a single stream. This can be done either by special modules, as in AVS, or transparently by the network system, as in MNT. In either case, merge operations must be done according to a protocol, and not just blindly at the byte-level. For example, when merging text streams, one usually avoids splitting input lines. With an object-based communication protocol it is natural to merge data streams at the level of objects, and thereby ensuring the integrity of the objects.
Object Closure
Since pointers between objects are automatically resolved by XOR, it is very easy to send clusters of related objects between modules. For example, the relations between an image, polygon contours extracted from it, and straight-line approximations of the polygons could be represented by pointers, as in Fig. 12 . The entire object graph can be transferred in one XOR function call.
h The C++ Xor class declares a virtual print function, and all OPTIC objects have a print method declared in the root class. 7.5. Dynamic Loading As mentioned in Section 5.2, XOR uses a dynamic look-up table to map class tags to object constructors. There is one entry in this table for every class known to the XOR library, and more classes can be entered at any time. However, an executable program cannot reach the methods of newly de ned object classes unless it has been linked with the compiled code which implements the classes. Either the executable program has to be completely relinked and restarted, or the new code segments have to be linked in at run-time. In the latter case, the name of a variable or function through which all information about a new class can be reached may be derived directly from the class name stored with the object. For example, if a program using XOR/C++ does not nd a match for a class name The relation between an image, the contours extracted from it, and the corresponding (piece-wise) straight-line approximations may be represented by pointers. The resulting object cluster can be transferred between the modules as one entity .
\Foo" in the global table of XOR constructors, it will try to dynamically link in a function Foo::xor init. If that function is called from the program, it will (among other things) add the missing \Foo" ! Foo::Foo(XorPacket&) mapping to XOR's look-up table.
The executables still have to know which library les to search for missing classes. In an implementation of dynamic linking for stand-alone programs based on the dlopen(3) dynamic linker interface of System V UNIX, the library le names were speci ed by the user with command line options: cat file.xor | drawable-to-postscript -dll my-data-structures | lpr
Here it is assumed that my-data-structures is the name of a user-de ned library of class de nitions. In a computational network like MNT, these le names could be speci ed as module resources instead of command line options. 4 Alternatively, a module could broadcast a request for the name of the implementation le when it receives an object it does not recognize. Provided that the object was originally created within the network, some other module must know which class implementation le to load. 7.6. Procedures vs. Data Structures The combination of persistent objects and dynamic (run-time) linking blurs the distinction between procedures and data. For example, suppose that the internal state of a module has to be monitored. A common way of doing that is to install a daemon into the module. The daemon will wait for a speci c event to occur, and will react by sending a message to its creator. With persistent objects available, a daemon object can be created at run-time, just like any other object, and be sent to the destination module through a channel, provided that an XOR description exists for the daemon class. The daemons typically enter the destination module through a special port, and are put on a waiting list. The module can then periodically call a daemon method, Execute, to allow each daemon to check for the events it is interested in (see Fig. 13 ). Fig. 13 . Modules A and B send daemon objects (depicted as circles) to module C. Each daemon waits for a particular condition to be ful lled by C's internal data structures and reacts by sending messages (depicted as squares) back to its creator.
Source Code Availability
The XOR software is distributed freely under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation. It is part of the CVAP software distribution, which is available by anonymous ftp from ftp@bion.kth.se.
The current CVAP distribution (version 2.0) contains an XOR/C++ library that can be built with the GNU g++ compiler, version 1.40. However, the C++ code in this paper is compatible with a new XOR/C++ library that relies on parameterized types and which can be built with cfront 3.0.2 or later. This version will soon be available in CVAP distribution 2.1 at the same ftp site.
The C binding of XOR is part of the OPTIC package, which can also be found in the CVAP distribution. A technical report describing the XOR protocol and le format can be found on directory cvap/2.0/optic/doc/xor-report.
The software currently runs under SunOS 4.1 and 5.2. However, it has been designed to be portable, so it should run under any System V Release 4 UNIX. Please direct all inquiries about the software to candela@bion.kth.se.
Summary
The most important concepts from the eld of object-oriented programming have been introduced. We have tried to show how computational networks could bene t from an object-oriented communication mechanism, especially with respect to data encapsulation and subtyping. A scheme for implementing persistent objects in a language independent way has been presented, and we have indicated how this could be incorporated into existing computational network tools. Finally, some examples of object-oriented design in computational networks have been given.
